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A B S T R A C T

With the great strides made in the last ten years in the understanding of human population variation and
the detailed characterization of the genome, it is now possible to identify sets of ancestry informative
markers suitable for relatively small-scale PCR-based assays and use them to analyze the ancestry of an
individual from forensic DNA. This review outlines some of the current understanding of past human
population structure and how it may have influenced the complex distribution of contemporary human
diversity. A simplified description of human diversity can provide a suitable basis for choosing the best
ancestry-informative markers, which is important given the constraints of multiplex sizes in forensic
DNA tests. It is also important to decide the level of geographic resolution that is realistic to ensure the
balance between informativeness and an over-simplification of complex human diversity patterns. A
detailed comparison is made of the most informative ancestry markers suitable for forensic use and
assessments are made of the data analysis regimes that can provide statistical inferences of a DNA donor’s
bio-geographical ancestry.
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1. Introduction

1.1. The forensic context of bio-geographical ancestry analysis

In London seventeen years ago, seeing somebody acting
suspiciously outside my neighbor’s house, I contacted the police.
They asked a simple question that often frames the eyewitness
prompts made by UK police officers: “Was he White, Black or
Asian”. I said the person appeared White (resisting the need to
correct these descriptions to the more neutral terminology of
European, African, South Asian). As it was dark and I had brief
glimpses, it was impossible to provide a concrete description.
Eyewitness is notoriously unreliable and can be shaped by
preconceptions or the circumstances of a crime [1]. Therefore,
the inference of bio-geographical ancestry using markers with
population-differentiated variation provides opportunities to
strengthen eyewitness accounts or in their absence, gain
information about a suspect.

This review explores the current viability of forensic DNA tests
estimating ancestry that can provide investigative leads when
eyewitness testimony or a database hit are not available. In simple
lay terms, ancestry can be described as the genetic inheritance
each individual carries from their ancestors, in the immediate past
from their kinship, over longer periods from population members
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that have occupied the same place of origin. Bio-geographical
ancestry analysis concentrates on the population variation found
in an individual that can signal their origin from a particular
geographic region. Forensic bio-geographical ancestry testing
exploits much of the recent advances in the understanding of
human genomic variation, with the key factor that tests must be
sensitive enough to successfully genotype contact trace DNA or
they will lack utility. Inference of ancestry in forensic analysis gives
possibilities to substitute eyewitness testimony as described
above—when descriptions are uncertain, unavailable or may
misdirect investigators. Yet in forensic analysis, ancestry inference
offers many other applications, including: (i) aiding cold case
reviews with additional data on linked profiles; (ii) achieving more
complete identifications of missing persons or disaster victims;
(iii) confirming donor’s self-declared ancestry and therefore
maintaining the accuracy of databases for STRs, Y-markers and
mitochondrial variation (mtDNA); (iv) refining familial search
strategies highly dependent on STR allele frequency assumptions
made prior to searching [2]; (v) assessing atypical combinations of
physical characteristics in individuals with admixed parentage,
e.g., using IrisPlex [3–5]); (vi) enhancing genetic studies where
forensic sensitivity is necessary, e.g., testing medical archive
material or archaeological DNA [6].

This review centers on autosomal markers, despite Y and mtDNA
uniparental variation being highly differentiated geographically
and therefore often forming the first and only step in forensic
ancestry inference. Y and mtDNA variation is undisrupted by
recombination, so is preserved in both lineages and correlates
 bio-geographical ancestry, Forensic Sci. Int. Genet. (2015), http://dx.
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strongly with continental regions. However, Y and mtDNA variants
collectively form single markers that can misrepresent an
individual’s overall ancestry when distant male/female lineages
are inherited that have atypical ancestry. A notable example of this
risk of misinterpretation was detection of African Y-chromosomes
in a North Yorkshire kinship group [7]. As co-ancestry in an
individual indicates population admixture, increasingly common in
modern urban demographics, the probability of detecting atypical
lineages and misinterpreting an individual’s overall ancestry rises
markedly. Another advantage of recombining autosomal loci
compared to Yand mtDNA is the relative ease with which population
data is obtained, with as few as 30–40 samples providing adequate
population allele frequency estimates. In the 11-M Madrid bomb
investigation [8], discrepancies between ancestry inferences from
autosomal markers and both Y and mtDNA were seen. These
stemmed from limited database coverage of North African
populations, hampering interpretation of Y and mtDNA data based
on very limited surveys of this region. The need for much larger
databases to measure haplotype variation impacts reliable
interpretation of uniparental variation in many less well-studied
regions and has prompted the YHRD/EMPOP forensic-community
databases [9,10].

Lastly, it is important to remember forensic estimation of
bio-geographical ancestry is not confined to genetic analysis, nor
is it unique to the DNA profiling age. Analysis of skeletal
biometrics is used to estimate ancestry with statistical classifi-
cation approaches (e.g., canonical plots) similar to principal
component analysis applied to genetic data. Early forensic
ancestry tests used the Duffy marker (rs2814778) 20 years before
DNA profiling and it remains the most differentiated locus (for a
Fig. 1. Five examples of AIM-SNPs. SNP 1 shows a population group-specific allele, SNP 

informative (reflected in the In values listed) with fixed alleles in each group. Combined I
compensate for the distribution of variation amongst the groups analyzed. The PCA plot 

data was almost completely transformed to two PC axes. Genotypes are from sample size
promotor SNP for LCT, rs4988235 is sited in MCM6.
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brief survey of forensic ancestry analysis with classical markers,
see [11]).

2. Patterns of human population structure

Any concise overview of human population structure, as it is
currently understood, will be an oversimplification. However,
before ancestry can be inferred from small sets of forensically
viable markers it is necessary to attempt a definition of population
groups based on the most strongly differentiated patterns of
genetic structure. The worldwide human population is clearly not a
single entity, nor is it always appropriate to define small
populations confined to narrow regions. The constraints of forensic
multiplex sizes and collection of sufficient reference data means a
simplified description of complex human population structure is a
necessary compromise.

Human populations are not fully interbreeding, since
geographic distance by itself creates a strong constraint on random
mating. Additionally, geophysical barriers such as oceans and
mountains have restricted free movement of people away from
regions defined by such barriers. Therefore, population structure in
early human groups became established as they continued to mate
with immediate neighbors that shared their ancestry. This means
forensic tests estimating ancestry might expect some success,
depending on the distribution of human population structure
remaining intact today. Pre-genomics studies of population
variation, starting with Lewontin [12], attempted to measure
what structure existed in modern human population groups using
limited numbers of polymorphic markers. Despite variation in loci
and populations analyzed, later studies with the same approach
2 has near-fixed variation between Africans and East Asians. SNPs 3–5 are the most
nPOP divergences reach a reasonably comparable level of balance as SNP properties
shows analysis of genotypes for SNPs 3–5, where a perfect triangle indicates genetic
-adjusted 1000 Genomes Phase III data. RA, reference allele; Chr, chromosome. The
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obtained very similar findings for apportionment of population
variation (Table 10.2, [13]). Lewontin estimated within-population
differences between individuals describe �85% of autosomal
variation and between-group differences �10% (with �5%,
between-population differences within each group). As a simple
example, a study comparing Pacific Islanders to Europeans would
find 10% of genetic differences between them result from their
contrasted geographic origins and 90% would be found comparing
individuals within each group. A more comprehensive study by
Rosenberg et al. in 2002 [14] used the STRUCTURE genetic-
similarity clustering algorithm [15] to measure population
structure in the CEPH Human Genome Diversity Project sample
set (HGDP-CEPH). The HGDP-CEPH panel comprises 1064 individ-
uals from 52 populations and remains the most comprehensive
global population survey [16], despite certain very small sample
sizes and significant gaps in geographic coverage. Rosenberg used
377 STRs with high levels of polymorphism but subsequent studies
of American and Oceanian populations by Wang et al. and
Friedlaender et al., respectively [17,18], increased the STRs used
and focused on many more populations from single continents.
These studies established the first detailed assessments of
worldwide population structure and its distribution [14,17,18].
Rosenberg estimated human diversity apportionment to be
93.2/94.1% within-population (values corresponding to five
and seven world groups or regions, respectively); 4.3/3.6%
between-groups (2.5/2.4% between-population, within-group),
lowering Lewontin’s original estimate of between-group
diversity to �4%. Analysis with STRUCTURE consistently identifies
genetic clusters based on each individual’s similarity or dissimi-
larity to others in the sample set, (the cluster number with
maximum likelihood is herein termed ‘K’). Rosenberg identified
continentally-defined clusters at K:5, consisting of Eurasia,
sub-Saharan Africa, East Asia, America and Oceania. The seven
region K:7 division assigned populations to Europe, Middle
East and Central/South Asia within the broader Eurasian
region. These results suggest the STRs used can separate a
worldwide sample set into five groups that follow continental
definitions, with evidence Eurasia separates into three further
subdivisions also broadly matching the geographic distribution
of populations.

If Rosenberg’s results indicated Eurasian populations show less
divergence than the broad division of groups into five continents,
but more than between individual populations, then expanding
the genetic variants used is likely to produce stable and
reproducible K:7 clustering patterns. The study of Li et al. in
2008 [19] used 650,000 SNPs to analyze the same samples.
Assessing the cluster plots of Rosenberg and Li (Fig. 1,[14] and [19])
indicates highly comparable patterns. Li identified seven clusters
but few South Asian and no Middle East populations showed
exclusive membership to one cluster (i.e., 100% proportions).
Despite the greater detail obtained by Li, the pattern of human
population structure and diversity is unchanged: a well-defined
continental division of clusters with three Eurasian sub-groups
more weakly differentiated. Therefore, it is appropriate for forensic
ancestry testing to aim to assign individuals to five groups in the
first instance. Rosenberg’s findings led to criticism that the study
chose mid-continent populations avoiding marginal zones where
populations meet. This approach overlooks the clinal, continuous
gradients of variation that reflect the true global patterns of
population structure [20]. In response, Rosenberg’s group
re-analyzed the HGDP-CEPH panel with more markers ([21],
377 > 933 STRs) and demonstrated clusters are robust to sampling
location. Therefore, genetic clusters represent underlying patterns
of human variation and are not artifacts from uneven sampling
along clines. Across the globe, allele frequency differences do
increase with geographic distance in generally smooth gradients
Please cite this article in press as: C. Phillips, Forensic genetic analysis of
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but small discontinuities remain and these create the clusters
identified by STRUCTURE.

The study of American populations by Wang et al. [17] found
decreasing genetic variation along the Africa–Asia/Eurasia–
Oceania–America chain, explained by successive splits of pop-
ulations whose small size reduced population variability each
time. This serial founder model explains a successive reduction in
genetic variation with distance from the theoretical geographic
focus of Addis Ababa. These patterns have a bearing on forensic
ancestry testing, as American and Oceanian populations are
more likely to show low heterozygosity variants with higher
variability in Africans, Eurasians and East Asians. Additionally,
African: non-African population divergence will generally be
greater than other group comparisons; so fewer markers are
well differentiated between Eurasians and East Asians. These
characteristics of human variation indicate a repeated pattern of
small-group migration into new regions, separation from the
ancestral population group then rapid expansion. This process has
allowed genetic drift to form a significant force in shaping
contemporary human population structure. Three additional
factors also partly explain the distribution of human diversity:
regional variation in selection, migration and admixture (a sudden
increase in gene flow between two differentiated populations),
with the fourth most recently recognized phenomenon of archaic
introgression.

Natural selection can vary according to bio-geographical factors
such as climate, presence of disease or diet/agricultural practices
[22]. Well-documented examples exist for these factors, creating
strong discontinuities in variant allele frequencies, including
genes: SLC24A5 producing de-pigmentation in Europeans; DARC
in African populations in response to regional prevalence of
malaria, and LCT-MCM6 in three separate geographic regions as
adaptation to milk consumption [23–25]. Other equally strong
allele frequency discontinuities occur from regional selection
but the importance of the phenotypic change and its link to a
bio-geographical factor is not apparent, e.g., EDAR and
ABCC11 variants confined to much of East Asia [26,27]. So selection
can lead to alleles reaching very high frequencies or even fixation
in specific groups, but this process is rare [28]. The predominant
mode for allele frequency differentiation to occur is more likely to
be soft sweeps, where allele frequencies change more moderately
and diversity between groups shows slight discontinuities [29].
Although loci near fixation are too rare to make a full set, the genes
described harbor specific coding SNPs that remain the most
powerful ancestry markers, with most now adopted for forensic
use.

Mass movement of peoples followed by admixture is also a
major influence on contemporary population diversity. The effects
of North Atlantic slave trading and colonization are well
documented, but for more comprehensive insights into population
movement predating historic record, very dense genetic data is
needed. One study by Hellenthal et al. [30] used ‘chromosome
painting’ analyzing recombinational decay of chromosome seg-
ments containing SNP haplotypes. The same approach enabled a
recent fine-scale analysis of UK population structure aiming to
reconstruct demographic events in the peopling of the British
Isles since the last Ice Age [31]. Lastly, Pickrell and Reich provide
a comprehensive and informative review of the currently
understood geography of human migration [32]. Their review
summarizes major population movements in the last 20 KY, from
prehistory to recent colonialism. Lastly, the characterization of
Neanderthal–Denisovan genomes and the discovery of gene flow
between these hominins and early humans has prompted much
research, and Pickrell and Reich’s review covers this and the
most recent archaic genome analyses [32]. Studies indicate an
average 2% of Neanderthal genetic ancestry present in modern
 bio-geographical ancestry, Forensic Sci. Int. Genet. (2015), http://dx.
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non-Africans (introgression 37-85 KYA) and �7% Denisovan
genetic ancestry in modern Oceanians [33,34].

Summarizing this dynamic and constantly revised field,
ideas about human population history are undergoing further
refinement as whole genome sequencing replaces SNP
microarrays as the method of choice. Contemporary human
population diversity is likely to have been shaped by past drift,
selection and migration-mediated admixture, but archaic
introgression has also contributed significantly to human
population variation outside of Africa. A continental division of
human population groups based on STRUCTURE cluster patterns
provides a robust model that can form a suitable basis for ancestry
assignment within the constraints of forensic testing, which
necessitates simplification of complex human divergence patterns.
There is not complete consensus about how STRUCTURE patterns
can be interpreted, as more complete sampling of the globe, if it
were possible, would be certain to reveal clinal patterns with just
small discontinuities across continental divides. For forensic
ancestry analysis, a five-group differentiation is a reasonable
objective using compact marker sets selected to have strong allele
frequency differentiation. Li’s SNP analyses [19] indicate K:6,
subdividing Eurasians into Europeans and South Asian groups
is also feasible, while a K:7 division, differentiating Middle East
Eurasians, will be much more challenging but a worthwhile
goal. In practice, investigators see more value in fine-scale
continental subdivisions (e.g., West vs. East European) and while
forensic tests have limited marker numbers, investigator’s
expectations need careful handling by scientists. There is a
tendency to conflate the high statistical power of DNA identity
tests with the lower likelihoods in DNA ancestry tests, and what
might be described as ‘the illusion of geographic precision’ can
become established thinking. Such a misconception about the
specificity of population analyses occurred with the UK Border
Authority plans in 2009 to use forensic ancestry tests to
distinguish Ethiopian, Somali, Kenyan and Sudanese asylum
seekers [35]. This plan proceeded from the perceived success
of an ancestry analysis of the ‘Thames torso’ case, where
unidentified remains were assigned to a relatively small West
African region, despite the approach used lacking proper
validation or peer review [36]. This jump to over-interpret limited
genetic data has similarities to current genetic genealogy
analyses, which apply the very cautious academic studies of
human populations to create “implausibly specific” individual
histories [37,38]. Therefore, forensic and population genetics
specialists must guard against a desire to make overly detailed
reconstructions of an individual’s ancestry, particularly when this
has little or no relation to what is currently understood about
human diversity.

3. Choosing ancestry informative markers

3.1. Measures of locus divergence and the first forensic ancestry panel

Early forensic ancestry tests of autosomal ancestry informative
marker (AIM) SNPs were based on admixture mapping (MALD)
panels that had in turn used the 2001 Human Genome Mapping
Project SNP map [39]. The first AIM-SNP panel specifically for
forensic use was launched in 2003 and comprised 178 SNPs
detected in multiple PCR multiplexes using the now defunct
SNPstream system. This ancestry test was run for seven years by the
DNAprint Company as the ‘AncestrybyDNA’ service. Therefore,
during that period data about the SNPs (their identifiers,
population frequencies and genotyping performance with forensic
DNA) were not available for independent review by the forensic
and legal communities. Eventually the component SNP details
were published in 2008 [40] just before DNAprint ceased
Please cite this article in press as: C. Phillips, Forensic genetic analysis of
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operations. The original selection of SNPs for the DNAprint panels
had followed the framework developed by Shriver et al. for
identifying ancestry informative variation [41,42]. Shriver
proposed the genetic distance between populations for any one
marker could be estimated from the d metric: the allele frequency
differential, as the absolute value of px� py (comparing allele
frequency p in populations X and Y). The d value is very simply
calculated in binary loci but has a more complex derivation
in multiple allele systems such as STRs (estimated from the
genetic distance matrix of individual dm2 values [43]). Shriver
demonstrated that SNPs sorted by d produced a ranked list of
ancestry markers that maximize the collective divergence
amongst the population group comparisons they are selected
for. Population differentiation is more commonly measured
by the fixation index FST, while d is further refined by calculating
the informativeness-for-assignment metric In derived from
Jensen–Shannon’s Divergence measure [44,45]. In practice, all
four values are closely related measurements of degrees of
population differentiation. For example, FST� d2 or FST� d/(2 � d),
and In is divergence � 0.693 (i.e., converting the natural log
to ln(2)). All have maximum values of 1 in pairwise population
comparisons, denoting complete divergence and zero for none.
Divergence values can be automatically estimated for up to
200 SNPs and 20 populations when their genotypes are obtained
from SPSmart then uploaded to the Snipper websites (http://
spsmart.cesga.es and http://mathgene.usc.es/snipper/index.php,
respectively), as described in [46]. In addition, a simple
divergence– In–FST Excel calculator is provided in Supplementary
File S1.

Before taking the obvious step of selecting the topmost SNPs
from a ranked d list and bringing them together into a compact
test, there are several factors needing consideration: the balance
of divergence the AIM set shows amongst population groups; the
availability and scope of population data; and SNP acquisition
bias. The distribution of human diversity has led to strong
divergence between African and other populations followed by
that between Eurasians and other populations, with East Asians
showing the lowest divergence with Oceanians and Americans
due to recent founding events in these regions. Therefore,
selection of forensic AIM-SNPs tends to find many more
African-informative loci than for other group comparisons.
Americans as a population group with only 15 KY of separation
has the least divergence from the closely related East Asians [47].
This means that divergence values need careful consideration for
the population comparisons that a test seeks to make. As well as
being easier to find, African-informative AIM-SNPs also show
higher average levels of differentiation. If a reasonable goal of a
compact forensic ancestry test is to differentiate Africa, Europe
and East Asia, it is harder to find markers distinguishing
Europeans and East Asians. Furthermore, very similar divergence
values can be obtained from differing allele frequency distribu-
tions. To illustrate this principal, Fig. 1 shows several highly
informative AIM-SNPs with different patterns of divergence
between the above three groups. SNPs rs12075 and
rs4988235 show contrasting population specific divergences
(InPOP) between Europe and the other two (put as InEUR vs.
InAFR and InE ASN). If a forensic test only used SNPs like
rs12075 it would lack power to differentiate Europeans, so SNPs
such as rs4988235 are required to redress the balance. The other
three SNPs in Fig. 1 are near allelic fixation in their respective
groups (frequencies of 0 or 1) and provide arguably the best three
binary AIMs in the human genome. The final cumulative InPOP
values are reasonably equilibrated in the range 1.35–1.48,
indicating these five SNPs offer some balance in their capacity
to differentiate the three groups with equal power. However,
when forensic ancestry tests grow to 30 or more loci, maintaining
 bio-geographical ancestry, Forensic Sci. Int. Genet. (2015), http://dx.
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a balance of population-specific In divergence values becomes
more difficult. Another challenge to maintaining balanced
divergences is the lack of fixed SNPs. Such frequency distributions
originate from favorable coding SNP substitutions creating hard
sweeps from very strong selection. However, soft sweeps are
more common, while rapidly evolving traits under strong
selection such as hypolactasia (the underlying SNP for this trait
is rs4988235 in Fig. 1) usually fail to replace all existing variation
in a region [48]. Lastly, AIMs not at fixation but showing allele
frequency differences have varying divergence values in each
population comparison so each new marker added produces
imbalance. Undue divergence imbalance in an AIM set can bias
the estimation of co-ancestry in individuals from admixed
populations, as illustrated in the analysis of Bolivians by
Taboada-Echalar et al. [49]. This study compared co-ancestry
proportion estimates from a 46 AIM-indel set [50] with a much
larger genomics AIM set of 446 SNPs (the ‘LACE’ panel [51]). The
admixed Bolivian’s AIM-indel data consistently under-estimated
Native American ancestry and over-estimation European ancestry
compared to the 446 LACE SNPs. The indels have less divergence
for Americans than Europeans (InAME < InEUR), whereas the LACE
panel is more successfully balanced between these groups,
suggesting small-scale marker sets appropriate for forensic
analysis are prone to biased estimation of co-ancestry propor-
tions in individuals from admixed populations. Population-
specific divergence (PSD or InPOP) was previously recognized
by Shriver et al. [52] and termed the locus-specific branch length
(LBSL). LSBLs for the above groups can be estimated by calculating
three In divergences for: African vs. the other two populations
(InAFR); European vs. the other two; East Asian vs. the other two.
In Fig. 1 rs2814778 show lower InEUR and InE ASN values, as all
these group’s divergence is with Africans. Providing cumulative
PSD values (obtained from addition) in each population group are
comparable, the AIM set can be considered to have balanced
differentiation of those groups and this can minimize the
admixture estimation bias prevalent in small AIM sets.
Fig. 2. 1000 Genomes Phase III sample details in a nutshell. Bar charts show that comp
above bars show the related individuals removed (one per related-pair identified). M
population. ACB/ASW and PUR/CLM/MXL are shaded by their average majority co-ances
ancestry for the American cluster). Plots right show average cluster membership coeffici
admixed populations summarizing the same STRUCTURE analysis.

Please cite this article in press as: C. Phillips, Forensic genetic analysis of
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3.2. Availability of reference population data and SNaPshot-based
forensic ancestry panels

Although ancestry tests may target the differentiation of other
population groups besides Africans, Europeans and East Asians,
population data is not always available to allow selection of
AIMs informative for Oceanian, unadmixed American or South
Asian/Middle East populations. However, access to detailed SNP
data from Li’s HGDP-CEPH study of 650,000 loci [19] and the
1000 Genomes project [53,54] is straightforward. In 2014,
1000 Genomes published a final list of human variant sites as
the Phase III data release with SNP numbers expanded from the
initial Phase I list of �28 million variants in 629 individuals from
12 populations, to �79 million variants (77,520,219 single
nucleotide SNPs comprising simple A/C/G/T substitutions) in
2535 individuals from 26 populations [55]. Details of these
populations are given in Fig. 2. Although Li’s HGDP-CEPH data
surveys much less loci in comparison, inclusion of two Oceanian,
five American, nine Central-South Asian and four Middle East
populations addresses other worldwide regions. Although SNP
data must be collected locus-by-locus in the 1000 Genomes
website, a simpler approach uses the SPSmart ENGINES portal [56]
(Phase I data), which accepts lists of SNPs, chromosome segments
or gene symbols. Genotypes obtained can be downloaded to Excel
and when populations are labeled as African, non-African;
European, non-European, etc., cross-validation can be performed
in Snipper (http://mathgene.usc.es/snipper/analysispopfile2_new.
html) to obtain their PSD/InPOP values.

Two forensic AIM panels were developed shortly after
the DNAprint set, using SNaPshot primer extension chemistry: a
34-plex SNP assay from the SNP for ID Consortium [57,58]
(herein ‘34-plex’) and a set of 47 SNPs developed in Holland
[59]. Both sets have subsequently been adapted: the 34-plex
with a single SNP swap-out (rs727811 > rs3827760 [58]); and the
Dutch panel condensed by Lao et al. into two 12-plex assays [60].
Selection of 47 Dutch SNPs screened 8474 candidates in the
onent populations in four groups combine to near identical sample sizes. Numbers
ore details at http://www.1000genomes.org/category/frequently-asked-questions/
try estimated from STRUCTURE analyses shown in Fig. 7 (all PEL show majority co-
ents (10-percentiles, ranked by decreasing majority ancestry component) of the six
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Affymetrix 10K genome-wide array using 74 Y-Chromosome
Consortium samples analyzed with STRUCTURE (optimum
K:4 clusters of African–American–Asian–Eurasian). The SNPs
were assessed with FST and In4 comparing the four regions
defined by STRUCTURE, and six regions dividing Asia into Asia or
Northern Asia (Russia and Siberia) plus Africa into Central or South
Africa. The best match of STRUCTURE cluster patterns were
obtained with AIMs selected with highest pairwise FST values
(distinct from classical FST looking at all groups together).
This shows aiming for balanced divergence selects the most
informative set. Analyzing the HGDP-CEPH panel with the best
47 SNPs gave optimum cluster patterns at K:4 (Oceanians and
East Asians not separated). In contrast, the 34-plex selection
process used reduced population data available from the
MALD panels published at the time [61,62]. Therefore, 34-plex
development was too early to evaluate non-European Eurasian,
American or Oceanian variation. Nevertheless, using the 34-plex
set to analyze HGDP-CEPH samples with STRUCTURE produced
cluster patterns reasonably well matched to Rosenberg’s
(Fig. 1, [14]; Fig. 3, [57]; Fig. 4A, [58]). Considerations of
ascertainment bias are illustrated by the selection processes
applied to both these forensic AIM sets. First, many population
surveys used to select AIMs for MALD and CCAS applications are
very limited in sample size and geographic scope. The HGDP-CEPH
panel was used to ensure 34-plex had low within-group
divergence, but this may not apply to a continent as diverse as
Africa. Second, the 650,000 SNPs typed for HGDP-CEPH with the
Illumina 650K set were mainly selected from European and
African American population data [63], so many loci with low
allele frequencies in either group were excluded but could prove
useful for other population differentiations. Notably, loci close to
fixation are the best AIMs, but have no value for mapping or
association studies as they lack statistical power and are
consequently not used in genome-wide SNP arrays.

Two other SNaPshot-based forensic ancestry panels have been
recently published by Gettings et al. [64], genotyping 50 AIM SNPs
in 3 multiplexed assays and by Daniel et al. [65], genotyping 14 AIM
SNPs in 2 multiplexed assays.
Fig. 3. Distribution of population specific divergence values in the best 20 SNPs of eight
multiplexed assays in use (Kiddlab 55 + Kosoy 128 in Ion PGMTM ancestry panel). Most pa
marker commonality between these panels and overall best markers, see Tables 1 and
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3.3. Large-scale genomics ancestry panels and forensic SNP
genotyping with NGS

Since most marker sets described above were developed, larger
panels have been published for genomics use that provide
powerful AIMs worth consideration for forensic application. In
publication order these are: Paschou et al. of 50 SNPs [66]; Kosoy
et al. of 128 SNPs [67] (often named Seldin’s AIM panel), and;
Galanter et al. of 446 SNPs [51]. All three focus on African,
European and Native American SNP variation (i.e., not East Asian),
but none have optimized multiplexes. Two recently developed
forensic AIM sets from Kidd et al. [68] and Phillips et al. [69]
combined 55 and 128 SNPs, respectively. Both anticipate the
expanded multiplexing scales offered by next generation sequenc-
ing (NGS). The study of Kidd assessed the Kosoy AIMs [67] with a
large set of new populations and indicated they are ‘transportable’
to East Asian or other populations not originally targeted. To adjust
further for this ascertainment bias and add more highly
differentiated AIMs, Kidd developed a non-overlapping set of
55 AIMs listed in the FROG-kb website [70]. The combination of
128 plus 55 AIMs forms the HID-Ion AmpliSeqTM Ancestry Panel
optimized for Ion PGMTM NGS system [71], while the 55 Kidd AIMs
alone form the ancestry informative portion of the Illumina MiSeq
ForenSeq1 NGS system [72]. The study of Phillips selected
128 ‘Global’ AIMs from several sources including the Kiddlab 55,
but the highest proportion were taken from Galanter’s LACE panel
[51]. The two main objectives of this study were to incorporate
new AIMs that differentiated Native American and Oceanian
ancestry and to balance the PSD/InPOP values as fully as possible.
Five PSD values were collected for each SNP and the composition
carefully adjusted so each group’s cumulative divergence reached
near-identical levels of differentiation (InEUR: 14.56, InE ASN:
14.23, InOCE: 14.71, InAME: 14.82, InAFR: 14.84).

With so many SNPs now available to choose and scope for
re-combining different sets into larger PCR multiplexes for NGS
[73], it is instructive to compare the top AIMs. To do this,
1000 Genomes data were collated from SPSmart then individual
PSD values were estimated for the component SNPs of the main
 AIM panels applicable to forensic ancestry analysis. Lower charts show panels with
nels show higher African informativeness amongst their most powerful markers. For

 2.
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Fig. 4. Bayes analysis with Snipper of progressively degraded 34-plex 9947A profile, removing the most informative AIM-SNPs first. Log10 likelihood ratio (LR) probabilities are
for European vs. East Asian ancestry likelihoods, apart from the 1-2 SNP profiles showing African vs. European LRs. Numbers refer to points shown on the 34-plex PCA of
Fig. 5A. Shaded portion indicates a suggested minimum LR threshold below which no inference is made, but see the position of points 3–5 in the PCA of Fig. 5A.
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sets described above, comparing standard African, European and
East Asian populations (YRI, CEU, CHB). The twenty most
informative SNPs for each group differentiation from seven AIM
panels are shown in Fig. 3 and the top 24 across all panels are listed
in Table 1 (underlying data in Supplementary Table S1). Certain
patterns are discernible, notably the higher overall ancestry
informativeness of the top Global and Kiddlab SNPs, particularly
for European/East Asian and African comparisons, respectively.
Common AIMs in Global/34-plex and Kiddlab sets of African
rs2814778, rs1871534, European rs16891982, rs1426654, and East
Asian rs3827760, rs4918664 (3rd vs. 2nd best) are also evident,
with rs2814778 in DNAprint and rs16891982 in Lao sets. These
SNPs therefore represent a core set and would form the first step in
building all forensic ancestry tests, as do many other Global and
Kiddlab SNPs. Table 2 lists the ten AIMs common to four or five
panels and it is noteworthy all but one are coding SNPs. The EDAR
SNPs rs260690 and rs3827760 highlight the issue of using linked
loci from the same divergent genes in forensic ancestry sets. The
SNPs are not closely sited (109,579,738 � 109,513,601=61 kb), but
Table 1
SNPs common to three or four established ancestry panels. Bold rs-numbers indicate 

Europeans and East Asians. Note rs260690 and rs3827760 are AIMs from the same div

SNP LACE 446 DNAprint 178 Kosoy 128 Glo

rs16891982 – – –
p 

rs2814778 –
p

–
p 

rs12913832 – – –
p 

rs1426654 – – –
p 

rs174570
p

– –
p 

rs260690a
p

–
p

–

rs310644 – – –
p 

rs3827760a – – –
p 

rs730570 –
p

–
p

rs9522149 – –
p p 

a Both SNPs sited in EDAR.
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multiple markers from one genomic region add a degree of bias in
assessing admixed individuals. For example, an individual may be
predominantly European with minor East Asian co-ancestry but
inherits alleles rs260690-C and rs3827760-G, adding twice the
indicative data from one genomic segment. This factor is worth
considering carefully as, e.g., SLC45A2—rs26722/rs35395 have
been proposed as potential AIMs for sets including
rs16891982 from the same gene [74]. Any gene variation under
strong selection can affect a large array of SNPs to create similar
levels of divergence, while regions without recombination tend to
show identical allelic patterns across quite large spans [75].

4. Population data analysis systems

4.1. Publicly available SNP data

SNP genotype data is easily obtained from SPSmart, but it
currently only queries 1000 Genomes Phase I populations (14 vs.
26 in Phase III), while the FROGkb and ALFRED allele frequency
SNPs listed in this table of the most informative markers differentiating Africans,
ergent EDAR gene.

bal 128 Kiddlab 55 Paschou 50 34-plex Lao 24
p

–
p p

p
–

p
–p

–
p

–p
–

p
–p

– – –p
– – –p p

– –p
–

p
–

– –
p

–p
– – –
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Table 2
The 24 most informative AIM-SNPs. (A) African-informative markers, using divergence In values calculated from genotypes of 1000 Genomes
Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria (YRI). (B) European-informative markers, using 1000 Genomes CEPH Utah residents with N & W European ancestry
(CEU). (C) East Asian-informative markers, using Han Chinese in Beijing, China (CHB).

(A)
Rank AIM InAFR Kiddlab 55 Global 128 Other sets

1 rs2814778 0.663
p p

DNAprint/34-plex
2 rs1871534 0.579

p p
3 rs2789823 0.540

p
4 rs6875659 0.523

p
LACE 446

5 rs1369290 0.481
p

Lao 24
6 rs310644 0.476

p p
Paschou 50

7 rs11051 0.469 LACE 446
8 rs10258063 0.469 LACE 446
9 rs1448484 0.468 Lao 24

10 rs3916235 0.461
p

11 rs4891825 0.457
p

Kosoy 128
12 rs4598087 0.452 LACE 446
13 rs4789193 0.446 LACE 446
14 rs3823159 0.445

p
15 rs10497191 0.445

p
LACE 446

16 rs7752055 0.442 LACE 446
17 rs6034866 0.439

p
18 rs10007810 0.436 Kosoy 128
19 rs387098 0.436 Paschou 50
20 rs1197062 0.435

p
LACE 446

21 rs10848765 0.432 LACE 446
22 rs6866970 0.429 LACE 446
23 rs1478785 0.426 Lao 24
24 rs11652805 0.426 Kosoy 128

11.274
(cumulative InAFR)

(B)
Rank AIM InEUR Kiddlab 55 Global 128 Other

1 rs1426654 0.620
p p

34-plex
2 rs16891982 0.611

p p
Lao/34-plex

3 rs8072587 0.414
p

4 rs7531501 0.404
p

5 rs12142199 0.389
p

6 rs12913832 0.386
p p

34-plex
7 rs7084970 0.386

p
8 rs820371 0.375

p
LACE 446

9 rs260690 0.359
p

LACE/Kosoy
10 rs182549 0.346 34-plex
11 rs1592672 0.340

p
12 rs1924381 0.333

p
LACE 446

13 rs6754311 0.333
p

14 rs2196051 0.329
p

15 rs1453858 0.326 LACE 446
16 rs4791868 0.311

p
LACE 446

17 rs1419138 0.309 LACE 446
18 rs634392 0.307

p
19 rs1486341 0.298

p
LACE 446

20 rs930072 0.295
p

21 rs9522149 0.292
p p

Kosoy 128
22 rs8068853 0.283 LACE 446
23 rs4787040 0.278

p
LACE 446

24 rs595961 0.273
p

DNAprint 178
8.522
(cumulative InEUR)

(C)
Rank AIM InE ASN Kiddlab 55 Global 128 Other

1 rs3827760 0.578
p p

34-plex
2 rs17822931 0.498

p
3 rs4918664 0.428

p p
4 rs6583859 0.411 Paschou 50
5 rs4244304 0.409 LACE 446
6 rs6437783 0.406

p
7 rs10882168 0.402 Paschou 50
8 rs12594144 0.394

p
9 rs9809818 0.380

p
Paschou 50

10 rs4935501 0.375
p

11 rs4657449 0.375
p

12 rs2180052 0.359
p

13 rs10079352 0.341
p

LACE 446
14 rs1876482 0.334

p
Lao 24
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Table 2 (Continued)

(C)
Rank AIM InE ASN Kiddlab 55 Global 128 Other

15 rs1229984 0.323
p p

16 rs9388489 0.321 Paschou 50
17 rs2572450 0.316 Paschou 50
18 rs17544484 0.314

p
19 rs830599 0.312 DNAprint 178
20 rs1586861 0.311 LACE 446
21 rs881929 0.310

p
34-plex

22 rs4841527 0.309 Paschou 50
23 rs1366220 0.307

p
LACE 446

24 rs1560971 0.307 Paschou 50
8.820
(cumulative InE ASN)
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sites also provide comprehensive data [76,77]. Once variant data
has been acquired, three statistical systems of population
comparison are applicable to analysis of bio-geographical ances-
try: Bayes analysis, principal component analysis (PCA) and
STRUCTURE, itself using Bayesian analyses. Each analysis system
uses reference population data and makes inferences from the
comparative patterns of variation detected. A profile of AIM
genotypes of unknown ancestry is analyzed at the same time and
compared to reference data. Therefore, a key factor needing careful
consideration in forensic ancestry inference is the relevance,
quality and scope of the population data available. Although
genetic data is extensive and freely available from open-access
portals, there are significant gaps in population coverage in both
1000 Genomes and HGDP-CEPH sampling. The HGDP-CEPH panel
lacks data for SNPs outside the Illumina 650K genome-wide array,
suffers from very small sample sizes for many populations and has
ascertainment bias issues previously discussed. There are also
coverage gaps for Native North American, Native Australian,
Micronesian, Polynesian, North Asian, Southeast Asian, North
African, hunter-gatherer African and East African populations, not
filled by 1000 genomes. The forensic SPSmart browsers have been
set up to accept population data and maintains dedicated pages for
the 34-plex [78] and 46 AIM-indel [79] panels that already have
optimized CE genotyping systems fully described [57,58,50], while
larger NGS AIM panels are now ready to use. These factors are
important because ancestry analysis is most effective when the
population reference data has maximum scope. Therefore, a
worthwhile goal would be to characterize a large collection of
populations for a small number of ancestry panels using
manageable sample sizes (samples of �50 per population are
sufficient). The growing interest in forensic NGS analysis is likely to
make such a program easier to establish.

4.2. Bayes analysis

Lowe et al. developed the first DNA-era forensic ancestry test in
2001 using six STRs then in routine use in the UK [80]. Lowe’s study
was the first to propose Bayes analysis to assign an STR profile of
unknown ancestry to the most likely population of origin in a
simple and intuitive way. Bayes analysis uses the combined
genotype frequencies estimated for each population to calculate
their likelihood and assigns a probability of ancestry from the
ratio of the two highest likelihoods. Although ancestry assignment
error rates were high compared to later SNP analysis levels, this
was partly due to reliance on police descriptions to label DNA
samples as belonging to five different populations. This highlights
the problem of potential mismatches between population genetics
and the public understanding of what is commonly termed
‘ethnicity’. For example, police and the public often fail to
distinguish between South and East Asians or sub-Saharan and
Please cite this article in press as: C. Phillips, Forensic genetic analysis of
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North Africans. Nevertheless, Lowe’s study set the direction for
future development of SNP-based ancestry tests by applying a
simple Bayesian approach. The 34-plex SNP ancestry test
previously described, organized Bayes analysis in the online portal
named Snipper—a web-based likelihood calculator. The Snipper site
holds training sets, providing the reference data from which allele
frequencies are calculated, although users can upload their own
SNP data. The original 34-plex training sets comprised HGDP-CEPH
genotypes plus in-house populations from Mozambique, Somalia,
Taiwan, Mainland China, NW Spain and Denmark. The dual
sampling allowed a swapped test set-training set analysis, i.e., one
population acts as training set for the other, treated as ‘unknown’,
and vice versa. The Snipper site also allows a crosscheck of novel
training set data by one-out cross validation (http://mathgene.usc.
es/snipper/analysispopfile2_new.html). Custom training set data
uploaded to Snipper, potentially offers the most useful option,
since genotypes generated by the laboratory or collected from
online/published sources can be assessed and applied to any
AIM panel of interest. The steps for manipulating SPSmart
1000 Genomes or HGDP-CEPH SNP genotypes then creating
custom training sets are detailed in Ref. [46].

To illustrate analysis of a SNP profile, 34-plex genotypes
for control DNA 9947A plus reference data are supplied in
Supplementary File S2 and the profile (in cell C4) can be directly
uploaded to Snipper. 34-plex SNP profiles can be assessed with the
fixed training set page (http://mathgene.usc.es/snipper/popchoo-
sing5groups.html), comprising HGDP-CEPH training sets for
34 SNPs and/or 46 indels. Users can opt for three, four or five
group reference data allowing selection of African–European–East
Asian genotypes for 34-plex profiles; four groups, adding
Americans, for 46 AIM-indel data and five, adding Oceanians, for
combined 80-marker profiles. Uploading the 9947A profile in rs-
number order returns a European vs. East Asian likelihood ratio
(LR) of 2.58E + 21; a very large likelihood toward being European
rather than East Asian or African. However, such a large number is
difficult to interpret directly and needs some qualification. First,
only three possible population groups were compared to make the
assignment, if more are included likelihood values drop, since
other groups can be less divergent from Europeans than East
Asians. Choosing the option to upload five group training sets with
the same profile returns a likelihood to be European of
5.18E + 18 compared to American, as this ancestry replaces East
Asian as the second highest likelihood. Second, the profile analyzed
can be correctly assigned to a group but the donor originates from a
divergent population. However, this is conservative in effect,
reducing the probability obtained, as allele frequencies match less
well with the profile. The HGDP-CEPH San samples from South
Africa are all rs2814778-T homozygotes, reducing this SNP’s
African likelihood down to a very low value, but the remaining
33 SNPs produce likelihoods almost identical to other Africans.
 bio-geographical ancestry, Forensic Sci. Int. Genet. (2015), http://dx.
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Third, it is difficult to obtain a sufficient spread of population data
to properly represent the full range of within-group variation. It is
important to ensure the AIMs used show much lower within-group
than between-group divergence. SNPs rs12913832 and rs182549
(associated with blue eyes and hypolactasia, respectively) are
the only 34-plex AIMs with significant within-group variation.
Within-group divergence is particularly relevant to Eurasia,
where populations occupy a large and varied geographic
area. The approach adopted for the Eurasiaplex SNP panel,
differentiating Europeans from South Asians [81], was to set a
threshold probability. Establishing a realistic minimum threshold
for Snipper, below which no assignment is made, can help
minimize error if carefully balanced against a reasonable
non-classification rate. This approach was also used in the 11-M
ancestry analyses to define the range of Snipper probabilities that
were considered unreliable [8]. Lastly, the effect of partial data on
Bayes ancestry assignment probabilities can be explored by
uploading a progressively deficient profile to Snipper. Fig. 4 shows
decreasing European assignment probabilities as SNPs are
removed from the 9947A profile (marked NN), starting with the
best marker, rs1426654 and working down the InEUR ranked list.
Although likelihoods eventually reach uninformative levels, when
25% of markers are missing the LR exceeds 10 million, and a profile
of the 19 least informative SNPs still exceeds 1000.

4.3. Principal component analysis

PCA tests were first proposed in the nineties by Cavalli-Sforza
et al., in order to summarize complex population data from
multiple loci, in a worldwide study of the geographic distribution
of classical marker variation [82]. PCA is the most widely used type
of multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) analyses that reduce the
dimensionality of data while keeping the largest possible portion
of it variability. PCA calculates a new set of uncorrelated variables:
the principal components (PCs), made from a linear combination of
the original variables ( dimensions). Each new PC captures only
a proportion of variance, but is estimated sequentially, i.e., the first
PC captures the largest proportion, then the second PC, etc. The
combined PCs define a sample’s eigenvector [83,84]. When
analyzing population genetic data from simple SNP tests such as
those already described, the condensation of total variance follows
an approximate route of into , i.e., extracting �3 PCs
sequentially from allelic data that has high dimensionality.
Therefore, three PCs commonly account for a large percentage
of total variation and efficiently represent the main patterns of
genetic divergence found in the SNP data [83,84]. PCA plots display
the PCs as X–Y–Z axes with their proportions of variance and any
one sample’s position defined by its eigenvector. However, 3D plots
are not easily displayed ‘on paper’, so publications tend to show
PC1–PC2; PC1–PC3; PC2–PC3 individually or more often 2D
PC1–PC2 plots containing most information in the simplest space.

The review of new developments in forensic genetics by Kayser
and de Knijff [85] contains a number of definitions of terms and a
good set of examples of SNP-based multidimensional scaling plots
(MDS, distinct from PCA, as plots showed Laplacian eigenvector
analyses [86]). Before describing how simple 2D PCA plots can be
generated from forensic SNP data in Snipper, it is worthwhile
highlighting benefits and shortcomings of this type of analysis
applied to populations. The spatial arrangement of population
clusters in PCA specifically, and MDS in general, can be a product of
the geometric transformations used as much as the divergence
patterns amongst the populations. Kayser and de Knijff highlight
that Laplacian eigenvector analysis benefits from comparing
each sample only to its immediate neighbors [85]. Therefore,
the inference of past population events such as drift or migration
history from directly comparing MDS plots to geography
Please cite this article in press as: C. Phillips, Forensic genetic analysis of
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remains controversial [82–84,87–89]. Similarly, the tendency to
superimpose PCA distributions directly onto geographic space can
create close matches that are persuasive, but may not properly
define the relative degrees of divergence amongst the populations
compared. Nevertheless, fine-scale population differentiations
have been successfully obtained in step-wise sampling of Western
Europe from two parallel studies [90,91]. The superimposition
of 2D PCAs and maps is particularly good in each analysis and
reflects the detail and geographic resolution achievable from half a
million SNPs ([110] suggests �800 km). A very good overview of
the pitfalls of over-interpretation of PCA analysis is provided in
opinion box 6.3 in Ref. [13].

Although caution is necessary, PCAs actually provide an
intuitive and simply understood way to interpret patterns of
divergence amongst sets of populations. If populations are
sufficiently diverse and the markers well differentiated, individu-
als form discrete clusters of points with distributions in 2D space
that reflect their genetic differentiation. To illustrate this, a PCA
made from just three SNPs is shown in Fig. 1. Because the three
markers have fixed alleles, the linear combination of their data
should be perfect, i.e., forming an equilateral triangle. However, the
effect of a small number of heterozygotes in Africans and East
Asians is clearly shown in the displaced points (all points are
multiple samples with identical eigenvalues). When many more
loci are used, sample's PCA positions disperse to mainly unique
points in a plot. An informative approach for forensic ancestry
analysis is to overlay a sample directly onto a set of reference
population PCA clusters and assess its relative position. This
prompted development of a PCA module in Snipper that makes the
Bayes analysis and simultaneously generates a PCA plot marking
the novel profile positions. Reference genotypes are uploaded in
the same Excel file as the profile data. Reference genotype rows are
marked with ‘10 and unknown profiles with ‘0’ so their eigenvalues
are calculated individually and they can be positioning directly
over reference clusters. The Snipper analysis returns a PC1–PC2 plot
with accompanying Bayes likelihoods below. Fig. 5 shows two
PCAs made by Snipper analysis of 34-plex (plot A) and Global SNP
data. Each analysis used the same 1000 Genomes reference data
for three groups with the Global plot adding 1000 Genomes
South Asians, HGDP-CEPH Americans and Oceanians. Although
individual populations are not marked, there is no discernable
substructure within any one cluster suggesting both panels have
minimized within-group divergence. The 9947A positions are
shown in the same way forensic SNP profiles would be marked,
with the grey points in plot A showing PCA positions for the
34-plex profile with reducing profile completeness (Fig. 4). Lastly,
point M shows an artificial 3:1 mixed DNA sample combining
Chinese and European donors. As the 34-plex SNaPshot test makes
little distinction between imbalanced and normal heterozygote
peak pairs, the genotypes show a comparable number of East
Asian- and European-informative alleles and mimics a PCA
distribution seen in individuals with co-ancestry.

4.4. STRUCTURE analysis

The most widely used population analysis program STRUCTURE
[15,92] applies a systematic Bayesian clustering approach that can
handle both SNP and STR genotypes simultaneously, offering more
flexibility than Bayes analysis with Snipper or PCA. The graphical
processing of STRUCTURE output is enhanced with DISTRUCT [93],
making it straightforward to create the cluster plots typically seen
in many published studies. More importantly, the robustness of the
population cluster number (K) estimation which lies at the core of
STRUCTURE analyses is now measurable using CLUMPP [94]. Once
cluster analysis has been made for reference populations,
individual ancestry can be inferred from cluster membership
 bio-geographical ancestry, Forensic Sci. Int. Genet. (2015), http://dx.
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Fig. 5. Snipper generated PCA plots showing the system of overlaying an unknown profile (9947A) onto reference data clusters. (A) 34-plex genotypes from 1000 Genomes.
Gray points are points of reduced 9947A profile shown in Fig. 4. Point M is an artificial 3:1 mixture of European–East Asian donors. (B) Global 128 AIM panel genotypes from
1000 Genomes and HGDP-CEPH Native American/Oceanian samples. Borders added to show marginal overlap between two sets of clusters.
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observed in novel samples. A matrix of cluster membership
coefficients is produced from each STRUCTURE run, allowing
comparisons between reference and unknown sample coefficients.
Cluster analysis is normally unsupervised, so samples are not
labeled by region and consequently clusters are assigned solely on
the patterns of genetic similarity detected amongst the samples.
This process is often used to test the efficiency of a marker set to
differentiate particular group comparisons, i.e., if clusters match
the region of origin well then the panel can be considered
informative for the groups that have been analyzed.

While it is easy to be persuaded by a good fit of clusters to
population data, important caveats apply to analyses relying on
STRUCTURE to infer ancestry. The estimation of K that best fits the
data is not necessarily easy to achieve, nor is it always
straightforward to interpret the relationship of K to the actual
genetic structure in the populations analyzed [95]. Often several K
values give near identical likelihoods-of-data in CLUMPP, when it is
best to take the first stable probability and smallest K, not let prior
assumptions about the sampled populations influence interpreta-
tion. The study by Kidd of the Kosoy AIM panel with a very
extensive set of populations [68] raised two important issues on
the use of STRUCTURE. First, heterogeneous sample sizes and the
distribution of sampled populations can strongly influence the
formation of clusters and best-fit probabilities of K. Second,
STRUCTURE uses analyses that are stochastic, often leading to
different outcomes between runs. A statement in [87] summarizes
this effect well: ‘the point of using STRUCTURE is not the single best
run or the most common pattern seen, but the stability of aspects
of the patterns (obtained)’. Lastly, STRUCTURE analysis is often used
to assess admixture and can provide clearly delineated clusters
that are easy to compare to individuals with known admixture
[58]. Again, Kidd discussed the dangers of this approach in [68],
highlighting the fact that the original populations contributing to
admixture cannot be efficiently extrapolated from modern
samples. Furthermore, continental margin populations often
mimic the patterns seen in samples of admixed individuals.

5. The complexities of population admixture

Section 2 described population admixture as a dominant
characteristic of populations on continental margins and a regular
occurrence ever since small human groups first migrated.
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Populations have continued to meet with increasing frequency
across 2500 years of trade, conquest and slavery (Fig. 2, [32]). Two
centuries of urbanization and mass movement have since removed
the cultural and social barriers that previously substituted for
geographic separation. Consequently, forensic ancestry analyses
can expect to see a large proportion of admixture patterns amongst
tested individuals. Investigators also have particular interest
in admixture because it suggests the possibility of unusual
combinations of physical characteristics in a suspect. The author's
laboratory sequenced the MC1R gene in a DNA sample, as it gave
strong indications of mainly African co-ancestry in the donor plus
an MC1R V60L ‘r’ variant (rs1805005-T) suggesting a possible
combination of red hair and dark skin [96]. Therefore, it is
instructive to assess how the three analytical approaches to
forensic ancestry inference outlined above each deal with
admixture. If a suitable detection framework can be established
this can prompt follow up tests to increase the genetic differen-
tiation of the contributor populations, improving estimation of
co-ancestry components, particularly when Y and mtDNA data can
be added.

Bayes analysis is the most limited approach for admixture
detection as an LR is largely quantitative; it makes an inference
based on the probability value from the two highest likelihoods,
which can have less contrasted values but still provides a number.
Although the lowest value from a set of LRs gives indications of the
likely contributor populations, it is not easy to arrange compar-
isons of expected likelihood ranges from unadmixed vs. admixed
reference individuals for the AIMs used. The pairwise ranked log LR
charts used in the 11-M analyses (Fig. 1, [8]) can be applied to
public genomic data from admixed populations such as Mexicans
vs. appropriate contributor ancestries (European and Native
American). The steps needed to produce these charts with Snipper
output are described in [46]. Depending on the populations
compared, a pattern often seen in the data consists of a flat
distribution of log LR values showing minor differences on both
sides of the midline, then a gradient of values in between from
admixed samples that may be steep when proportions of
individuals have recent admixture. With the obvious risk of
over-interpretation of complex patterns from limited genetic data,
such a comparative analysis can only realistically provide a way to
set LR thresholds to minimize assignment error. This was the
process applied to the 11-M data, where �10% of the Moroccans
 bio-geographical ancestry, Forensic Sci. Int. Genet. (2015), http://dx.
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tested gave European ancestry assignments but with LRs below
100. Setting a threshold of 100 allowed more secure interpretation
of the much higher LRs obtained in four of the seven 34-plex
profiles from the investigation [8].

PCA can provide a simple system for identifying admixed
individuals that the analysis may position between reference
clusters in simple 2D plots. The caveat applies that partial data or
undetected mixed DNA genotypes will displace the true position of
an individual towards clusters that are not necessarily related to
their ancestry. More broadly based comparisons with PCA also
need an efficient way to view 3D plots to ensure separation of
contributor population clusters in PC3 are detected. Therefore, it is
advisable to compare three admixture contributor population
groups per analysis. This can be arranged from the known levels of
divergence in the AIMs used. For example, applying the Kosoy AIM
panel to a PCA comparison of American and East Asian reference
data would reveal limited divergence that the Kiddlab SNPs can
help address [67,68]. Therefore, a forensic sample analyzed in a US
laboratory might consider a PCA of Africans/Europeans with Native
American or East Asian data in two separate analyses. This
approach has been adopted by Illumina as an automated analysis of
AIMs data from the Illumina ForenSeq forensic marker panel [72].
The PCA plot generated also calculates centroids that place a
series of points scaled to the eigenvectors of the reference cluster
centers (the triangle vertices formed by three clusters in simple
PC1–PC2 plots). The distance to the closest centroid is reported for
the forensic sample’s position to help interpretation of points
outside a reference cluster. The concept is illustrated in Fig. 6 with a
three-way PCA of African–American–European plus PEL and MXL
admixed populations (Global AIMs genotypes). An example PEL
point is shown closest to the 0.25–0.5–0.25 centroid (above
reference group order), suggesting this sample has majority
American co-ancestry with detectable European and African
components.

STRUCTURE has been the most widely used approach for
analyzing admixture patterns but coefficients of cluster member-
ship taken from the output matrix do not necessarily provide a
definitive picture of a person’s likely admixture, given all the
caveats listed in Section 4. It is also a mistake to interpret
membership coefficients below 10% as meaningful. Attempts have
been made to address the variance in cluster membership
estimates that will be useful to explore further, but these have
been developed with large marker sets in mind [97]. Although
Fig. 6. (A) PCA plot of African, European and American reference groups compared to PE
centroids based on the geometric distribution of the three reference group mid-cluster v
each centroid. One PEL sample indicated is closest to the centroid of 25% African, 50% 
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running STRUCTURE for each new profile is cumbersome, using
cluster plots to assess joint memberships and possible admixture
may be required to give a complimentary approach to PCA.
Therefore, STRUCTUREs provide a follow up strategy for complete,
single-source profiles tested with PCA-Bayes analysis that show
displacement outside the reference clusters and/or low LRs. To
illustrate patterns laboratories could expect from such an
approach, the six admixed populations from 1000 Genomes
Phase III were analyzed population-by-population, in parallel
PCA-STRUCTURE runs (Global AIMs). The patterns in each paired
analysis match well. PCA plot outliers correspond to samples with
the highest ratios of joint cluster membership and instances of
three-contributor admixture show displacement towards mid-plot
positions. Lastly, it is worthwhile to gain knowledge of the
admixture profile of a population sample, even though this is
highly variable, an idea of the range and limits can help in the
interpretation of American ‘Hispanic’ population data in particular.
Cluster plots in Fig. 7 show quite flat sigmoid distributions helping
to define the range extremes for the two major contributor groups
in each case. However, average values have limited value in such
varied cluster proportions, therefore 10-percentiles were calculat-
ed from the STRUCTURE output and plotted in Fig. 2 (membership
coefficient matrices in Supplementary Table S2). These indicate
Mexicans have a balanced range of European and American
co-ancestry contributions. African Americans/African Caribbeans
show European co-ancestry ranging from 0 to �40/20%. Interest-
ingly, Puerto Ricans, Colombians and Peruvians all show a third
co-ancestry contributor to varying degrees (East Asian proportions
in PEL were close to 10% but consistent). Colombians show the
most heterogeneous patterns, exemplifying the more challenging
type of population forensic ancestry tests will need to address.

6. Beyond binary AIM–SNP panels

6.1. Indels

Indel variation mirrors that of SNPs as they are binary loci that
often provide ancestry information. Indels keep the simplicity,
multiplexing scale and capacity for very short amplicon PCR of
SNPs. The Marshfield linkage marker sets [98] include extensive
numbers of short binary indels and several AIM-indel panels were
sourced from these sets. In order of publication date studies are
Santos et al., 2010 48 indels, three multiplexes [99,100]; Pereira
L and MXL (1000 Genomes + HGDP-CEPH Americans), Global AIM panel. (B) Map of
ertices in plot A. Numbers denote ratios of approximate admixture proportions for
American, 25% European admixture proportions.
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et al., 2012 48 indels, one multiplex [50]; and Zaumsegel et al., 2013
21 indels, one multiplex [101]. Although AIM-indels are not as
informative as the best AIM-SNPs, they utilize the same dye-linked
primer system applied to identification indels [102]. Forensic SNP
genotyping with SNaPshot does not efficiently distinguish the peak
height skews of heterozygotes from patterns seen in mixed DNA.
All three AIM-indel assays detect dye-labeled PCR products
sent directly from PCR amplifications to capillary electrophoresis
(PCR-to-CE). Hence, peak pairs within any one locus are much
more balanced and mixtures can be identified from imbalanced
signal ratios [130]. Ability to detect mixed DNA is an important
consideration for forensic ancestry tests as individuals with
co-ancestry can be indistinguishable from mixed DNA genotype
patterns. It is noteworthy that mixed DNA sample ‘M’ shown in
the Fig. 5 PCA, is positioned halfway between two clusters
corresponding to the ancestries of the samples combined, which
mimics admixture. Pereira’s 46-plex AIM-indel panel has equiva-
lent forensic sensitivity to the 38-plex ID-indel test from the same
group [102] and gives comparable In3 divergence (Africa–Europe–
East Asia) to the 34-plex SNPs, while adding differentiation of
Native Americans. Therefore, this panel provides a simple option
for laboratories interested in forensic ancestry inference from a
Please cite this article in press as: C. Phillips, Forensic genetic analysis of
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single test, with the key feature of detecting mixed DNA. The
SPSmart browser lists HGDP-CEPH 46-plex genotypes using the
same framework as SNPs (http://spsmart.cesga.es/search.php?
dataSet=forindel46) and Snipper includes HGDP-CEPH training sets
as stand-alone data or combined with 34-plex. In each case the
allele description format is A = short, C = long and G = third alleles.

6.2. Autosomal STRs

Two approaches can be used for ancestry inference with
autosomal STRs: applying a large panel of existing markers or
adopting specialist STRs with strong population differentiation. A
study in 2003 by Rosenberg et al. [44] looked in detail at the
377 STRs used by the same group to analyze worldwide population
structure [14] and compared their ancestry informativeness to
SNPs. Rosenberg’s key findings were that randomly chosen STRs
were more informative for ancestry than random SNPs and a
greater proportion of STRs were considered highly informative
compared to SNPs. This is not surprising; given the original
377 STRs had so effectively identified the principal genetic clusters.
However, the right hand tail of the distribution of SNP In3 values
crossed those of STRs, so finding and developing the most
 bio-geographical ancestry, Forensic Sci. Int. Genet. (2015), http://dx.
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population-differentiated SNPs is the best approach for building
the most ancestry-informative panels. Another finding with
consequences for assessment of forensic STRs as AIMs, was
that di-nucleotide repeat STRs were much more differentiated
across population groups than tri-/tetra-nucleotide repeat loci.
Di-nucleotide STRs are impractical for forensic use but established
STRs are unlikely to provide the best information for ancestry
inference. Despite these results, it is important to explore how
effectively core STRs can infer ancestry as the data is generated in
almost all forensic tests.

Other studies have assessed STR ancestry-informativeness
since Lowe’s study [80], including: Londin et al. in 2010 [103],
Phillips et al. in 2011 [104] and Pereira et al. in 2012 [105]. Londin
assessed the ancestry informativeness of Identifiler plus four other
STRs but failed to differentiate a global sample set (7 groups
including Middle East). Consequently the 19 were replaced with
36 novel STRs, 33 being dinucleotide-repeat STRs, confirming
Rosenberg’s findings about these loci [44]. Phillips assessed 15
Identifiler and 5 Extended-ESS STRs with the HGDP-CEPH sample
set, using STRUCTURE to gauge these STR's ability to infer ancestry
(the HGDP-CEPH set excluded Middle East/Central South Asians).
Phillips used STRUCTURE membership coefficients to accomplish
ancestry assignments, as Snipper did not then handle multi-allele
data. Average membership proportions and cluster plots indicated
genetic data from 20 STRs could differentiate most HGDP-CEPH
samples into four groups, with Oceanians only formed a fifth
cluster at K:5 when 34-plex SNPs were added to the analysis.
Although the study compared Identifiler and ESS 15-STR sets, the
lowest assignment error rates for five group comparisons were
�15% with 20 STRs. This ancestry inference performance is not
particularly encouraging but several positive outcomes need
mentioning. First, Snipper was modified to accommodate STR
profiles by using frequency-based custom training set input
(http://mathgene.usc.es/snipper/frequencies_new.html) with
HGDP-CEPH frequencies generated from the study and now listed
in a dedicated STR browser called pop.STR: http://spsmart.cesga.
es/popstr.php). Second, the assignment error rate dropped to
4–10% for a four group comparison by assigning ancestry based on
membership coefficients greater than 0.5. Lastly, combining
34-plex SNP plus 20 STR genotypes led to all samples in the
reduced HGDP-CEPH set being successfully assigned, improving
the performance of SNPs alone. In the third study of STRs as AIMs,
Pereira used a very large dataset of 54,000 17-STR profiles for three,
five and seven regional divisions. Despite the size of the database
there were certain problems: only about 1.5% of the profiles were
African and 90% of profiles lacked Penta D/E genotypes.
Nevertheless, the data was used to train a machine learning
system based on decision tables and Bayes analysis producing
�14% error in three region comparisons (i.e., the three main
population groups)—comparable to that found in [104]. The
machine learning system was placed in a web-based calculator:
PopAffiliator, where genotypes can be input for each STR and
assignment probabilities returned. It is not clear from [105] what
the output probabilities mean, but they appear to be akin to
STRUCTURE membership coefficients, so values below 50% suggest
non-assignment and if close to this value are likely to be unreliable
indicators of ancestry. The PopAffiliator site has recently been
upgraded (http://cracs.fc.up.pt/�nf/popaffiliator2) with modified
choices of three or five group comparisons.

Alternatively, Snipper offers Bayes analysis of allele frequency
data identical to the algorithm for binary SNPs/indels (http://
mathgene.usc.es/snipper/frequencies_new.html). A 32 STR fre-
quency-based training set template file is provided that is
adaptable to cover the combinations of recently expanded STR
sets such as Life Technologies’ GlobalFiler, Promega Fusion
and Qiagen HDplex (the latter two combined providing the
Please cite this article in press as: C. Phillips, Forensic genetic analysis of
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32 non-overlapping STRs listed in Snipper). In a recent STR review
by Phillips et al. [106] the expanded 32-STR dataset was formally
evaluated for ancestry inference performance using Snipper STR
frequency input and gives much improved ancestry inference
rates. For the same reduced HGDP-CEPH sample set used to assess
20 STRs in [104], error rates were 0.8% for Americans and East
Asians; 0.6% for Europeans; and 1.9% for Africans. However,
applying an LR threshold of 100 led to just one American sample
misclassifying and the reasonable non-classification rate of 5–15%
sub-threshold probabilities (Fig. 6, [106]). The review of Phillips
also highlighted presence of population-specific alleles in certain
STRs (Fig. 5, [106]), with the most marked specificity occurring in
the 9-repeat allele of D9S1120 [107]. This STR differentiates 53% of
Native Americans, making it worth consideration by forensic
laboratories in the Americas. Unfortunately, other instances of
population specificity are less frequent and informative, compris-
ing D18S51-16.2 to �19.2 alleles (6% of Africans); Penta D-2.2 (22%
of Europeans); Penta D-3.2 (8% of East Asians); and D21S2055-19.1
(25% of Europeans). Finally, novel ancestry-informative tetranu-
cleotide repeat STRs were developed by Phillips et al. in 2013 [108]
combined in a 12-plex assay. Ancestry inference performance was
good for all groups (assessed with the reduced HGDP-CEPH set)
when combined with 20 established STRs, but showed poorer
success in Africans: error rates were typically 2–8%, but reached
18% for African assignments.

6.3. Microhaplotypes and multiple-allele SNPs

NGS will improve forensic ancestry analysis in other ways
besides enlarging SNP multiplexes to increase an AIM panel's
informativeness. Massively parallel sequencing of short fragments
genotypes all other SNPs amplified alongside the targeted variant.
Therefore, SNPs embedded in STRs, as well as multiple SNPs
forming haplotypes are genotyped simultaneously and many show
ancestry-informative allele distributions. Kidd’s group have been
the first to identify and catalog haplotypes of potential use in
forensic analysis, terming them: minihaplotypes (1–10 kilobase
spans) and microhaplotypes (�200 bp) [109,110]. Since these show
loose and tight physical linkage respectively, the key to
finding ancestry-informative haplotypes is careful gauging of
recombination rates in the region of interest. Although very low
recombination rates help preserve SNP combinations across
kilobase spans, some recombination is required to generate
informative haplotype frequencies amongst populations. Likewise,
very short spans need recombination activity to generate new
allele combinations. Two examples illustrate typical informative
haplotypes: a 3-SNP minihaplotype in PAH (Fig. 1, [110]), and a
3-SNP microhaplotype in EDAR (Fig. 4, [110]). The PAH rs869916–
rs1722383–rs1042503 haplotype spans 2687 bp with average
haplotype heterozygosity (AHH) of 0.51, with GAA a high frequency
haplotype in East Asians. The EDAR rs260694–rs11123719–
rs11691107 haplotype spans 125 bp with AHH = 0.41, but with
informative haplotypes in several populations (GTC: Africans; TCC;
East Asians, Americans; TTC: Eurasians; TTT: Africans, Oceanians).
Lastly, it is worth noting that autosomal SNP haplotypes will be
highly informative for identifying lineage groups within popula-
tions identical by descent across many loci, potentially aiding
familial searching and complex kinship analysis as well as
improving geographic resolution.

Multiple-allele SNPs were initially considered rare or anachro-
nistic, then went undetected by genome-wide SNP arrays used by
HapMap and were removed from 1000 Genomes first variant
catalog. Now they have been fully characterized and make up 1 in
300 of the Phase III SNPs (259,370 of 78,136,341 variants). Two tri-
allelic SNPs are in the 34-plex set as they show marked population
differentiation while providing the means to detect third alleles in
 bio-geographical ancestry, Forensic Sci. Int. Genet. (2015), http://dx.
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simple mixed DNA (Fig. 6, [58]). The Global AIM panel includes
6/128 tri-allelic SNPs, adding mixture detection capabilities to
NGS tests. This useful feature also motivated the study by Westen
et al. in 2009 [111] that developed 16 tri-allelic SNPs, several
showing high African–European differentiation. Therefore, many
multiple-allele SNPs will have high ancestry informativeness
through increased opportunity for drift to influence the geographic
distributions of six or ten genotypes (in tetra-allelic SNP)
compared to binary loci.

7. Concluding remarks

With enough care and consideration of the interpretative limits
outlined in this review, forensic ancestry analysis reveals quite a lot
of detail about the likely geographic origin of an unknown DNA
donor. Major limitations remain, namely: the necessity to simplify
complex worldwide patterns of human divergence, as small-scale
marker sets are required for forensic DNA; the lack of sufficiently
widespread reference population data; and the difficulty of
assessing complex admixture patterns in individuals with
co-ancestral backgrounds. Luckily, NGS brings the possibility to
generate large amounts of genotype data reliably from expanded
multiplexes made in single-tube analyses. So marker depth will
increase significantly and this is certain to aid detection and
interpretation of simple admixture patterns. For those not ready to
adopt NGS, conventional CE detection is easy to accomplish with
SNP or indel-based ancestry tests. Indels in particular are robust to
mixed DNA and in sufficient numbers can match the ancestry-
informativeness of the best SNPs. Now full HGDP-CEPH genotypes
for the 46-plex indels are present in SPSmart [79] and a simple
combined Bayes and PCA analysis framework is available in
Snipper, making ancestry analysis a much more straightforward
technique for forensic laboratories interested in assessing this field
for themselves.
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